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What do we do?

[Abizar Lakdawalla, 2007]
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But wait. . .

[Wetterstrand, 2013]
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Data is cheap and plentiful

[Karsch-Mizrachi et al., 2012]
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Plunging cost of sequencing changes bioinformatics

“[Y]ou see people collecting information and then having to
put a lot more energy into the analysis of the information
than they have done in getting the information in the first
place. The software is typically very idiosyncratic since there
are very few generic tools that the bench scientist has for
collecting and analyzing and processing the data.
This is something that we computer scientists could help fix
by building generic tools for the scientists.” Jim Gray [Anthony J. G.
Hey et al., 2009]
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Bioinformatics analysis
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Bioinformatics analysis
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Dr Cloete’s hunt for a TB targetting compound

PhD student at SANBI, Ruben Cloete, mined existing knowledge about
M. tuberculosis to find potential drug targets for curing the disease
Analysis proceeds through a series of queries, transforms and filters
Collection of tasks in analysis comprises a bioinformatics workflow
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How workflows are implemented

p r i n t " The d i c t i o n a r y o f sample and genomic f i l e s " , V a r i a b l e s . d i c t _ o f _ s a m p l e _ f a s t q f i l e s
f o r each_sample i n V a r i a b l e s . d i c t _ o f _ s a m p l e _ f a s t q f i l e s . keys ( ) :
# count number o f genomic f i l e s N f o r each sample . N − number o f amplicons per sample
N= l e n ( V a r i a b l e s . d i c t _ o f _ s a m p l e _ f a s t q f i l e s [ each_sample ] )
i f N == 0 : continue
# c r e a t e bash f i l e f o r each amplicon / genomic f i l e t o be s u b m i t t e d i n a r r a y j o b
c o u n t e r =0
list_of_toolname_fastm_files =[]

# g e t t i m e stamp f o r appending i n j o b name
timestamp = s t r ( d a t e t i m e . now ( ) ) . r e p l a c e ( " . " , " " ) . r e p l a c e ( "− " , " " ) . r e p l a c e ( " " , " " ) . r e p l a c e ( " : " , " "
p r i n t " Sample name " , each_sample
f o r r e f _ a l i g n i n V a r i a b l e s . d i c t _ o f _ s a m p l e _ f a s t q f i l e s [ each_sample ] :
p r i n t " sample gene f i l e " , r e f _ a l i g n
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The problem with our workflows

Our workflows are specified at a low level, in terms of filenames
and commands to execute
Workflow scripts run analyses in the same way as when they are
executed by hand by a researcher
Last decade has seen change, but not enough:
Language
Execution
Data storage

Perl
On server
Files
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The problem with our workflows

Our workflows are specified at a low level, in terms of filenames
and commands to execute
Workflow scripts run analyses in the same way as when they are
executed by hand by a researcher
Last decade has seen change, but not enough:
Language
Execution
Data storage

Python
On cluster / grid
Files / SQL db
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A better toolset

[Bernstein, 1997]

New toolsets drive software engineering productivity
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Scientific workflow management systems

“Scientific workflows have emerged to tackle the problem of excessive
complexity in scientific experiments and applications. They provide a
high-level declarative way of specifying what a particular in silico
experiment modelled by a workflow is set to achieve, not how it will be
executed.” [Taverna project, 2009]
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Scientific workflow management systems (2)
Scientific workflow management systems (SciWMSs) are
data-flow oriented
Expressing workflows in terms of data dependencies allows for
flexible mapping to computational resources
SciWMSs are frameworks, not APIs: they implement a workflow
pattern, user fills in the blanks of what needs doing
“A framework is a set of cooperating classes that make up a
reusable design for a specific class of software” [Gamma et al., 1993]
“If applications are hard to design, and toolkits are harder, then
frameworks are hardest of all. A framework designer gambles that
one architecture will work for all applications in the domain.” [Gamma
et al., 1993]
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A graphical workflow specification (Galaxy)

[Goecks et al., 2010]
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A textual workflow specification (bpipe)

REFERENCE=" r e f e r e n c e . f a "
PICARD_HOME= " / u s r / l o c a l / p i c a r d −t o o l s / "
...
index = {
exec " samtools i n d e x $ i n p u t "
}
call_variants = {
exec " samtools mpileup − u f $REFERENCE $ i n p u t | b c f t o o l s view −bvcg − > $ o u t p u t "
}
Bpipe . run {
a l i g n + s o r t + dedupe + i n d e x + c a l l _ v a r i a n t s
}

[Sadedin et al., 2012]
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Why don’t we use scientific workflow management systems
already?
“Contemporary workflow platforms fall short of adequately supporting
rapid deployment into the user applications that consume them, and
legacy application codes need to be integrated and managed.” —
Goble and de Roure in [Anthony J. G. Hey et al., 2009]
SciWMSs are often not available on the computing platforms that
scientists use.
SciWMS support for the workflow patterns that scientists use is
sometimes poor
Bioinformaticists use a large number of tools, and a SciWMS for
bioinformatics must have rich tool support
The software adoption process in science is not a straightforward
one
Peter van Heusden and Alan Christoffels
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Barriers to SciWMS availability

Some are commercial products (e.g. Pipeline Pilot)
Can be hard to install (e.g. Kepler [Altintas et al., 2004] and Taverna [Hull et al.,
2006])
Frameworks require long-running daemons that require sysadmin
buy in to run
and sysadmins and scientists live in different worlds
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SciWMS support for scientific workflow patterns
Current tool of choice for scientific workflow composition is a
combination of manual effort and general purpose scripting
languages
As software frameworks SciWMSs implement particular workflow
patterns
These might not match workflow requirements: e.g. Galaxy lacks
sub-workflow support or iteration across a collection
Lack of adequate support for workflow patterns results in “hacks”
that re-introduce needless complexity into the workflow
specification
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Tool support in SciWMSs
Scientific workflows make use of a large and evolving software
collection (e.g. see [Eagle Genomics, 2013])
SciWMSs must support:
1
2

Rich set of tools “out of the box”
Straightforward procedures to add new tools

Some SciWMSs (such as bpipe) closely resemble scripting
languages and replicate the “command line” model of tool
invocation
On the other extreme, Taverna is service oriented and expects to
tools to be made available as web services
If adding a tool is complex, scientists typically won’t do it
A partial solution is supporting a community collection of tool
definitions (e.g. Galaxy toolshed)
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Software adoption in scientific communities
“‘End-user developers’ commonly create scientific software, but they
are often unaware of or ignore traditional software engineering
standards, leaving trust in their coding expertise potentially misplaced.”
— [Joppa et al., 2013]
Scientific software adoption follows trends within the scientific
community, not necessarily software engineering best practice.
While training is necessary, it is not sufficient to ensure adoption
of new tools: building communication channels between different
communities is key.
Evolving scientific workflow practice is a social problem not just a
technical one.
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Bioinformatics analysis (revisited)
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Workflow re-use and reproducible results
“all software is wrong, although some of it is useful, and all results are
approximate” — C. Titus Brown [C. Titus Brown, 2013]
Current scientific work process is focused on end products
(papers, theses) that cannot be easily reproduced.
In 2010 survey of 20 most highly cited journals found that only 3
required source code to be submitted along with papers.
Even then: “Workflows are often difficult to author, using
languages that are at an inappropriate level of abstraction and
expecting too much knowledge of the underlying infrastructure.
The reusability of a workflow is often confined to the project it was
conceived in – or even to its author – and it is inherently only as
strong as its components.” — Goble and de Roure [Anthony J. G. Hey et al.,
2009]
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SciWMS for reproducable research
Results of scientific computing are not final “truth” but best-guess
approximations (with associated uncertainty)
SciWMSs that provide features that enhance the reproducibility of
research aid in the collaborative critique and elaboration of results
Critical features for reproducible research include:
Provenance recording: recording data on the provenance of
workflow products (but how and what should we record?)
Abstract workflow components: liberate workflows from the lab
and allow scientists to “run the components of the workflow
wherever the data is.” [C. Titus Brown, 2011]
Bring data closer to publications: publication should combine data,
text and workflow e.g. Galaxy Pages, Vistrails’ LaTeX integration
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Workflow re-use

If we can repeat a workflow, we can re-use it
Workflows will evolve: workflows seldom are “one size fits all”
If workflows evolve we need change management and versioning
Textual workflow specifications can be managed by traditional
source code control tools (e.g. git)
In SciWMSs that use graphical specifications Vistrails provides an
example of how a “version tree” can be represented and navigated
But:
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Workflow re-use

If we can repeat a workflow, we can re-use it
Workflows will evolve: workflows seldom are “one size fits all”
If workflows evolve we need change management and versioning
Textual workflow specifications can be managed by traditional
source code control tools (e.g. git)
In SciWMSs that use graphical specifications Vistrails provides an
example of how a “version tree” can be represented and navigated
But: most SciWMSs currently have poor change management
support
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In conclusion
In bioinformatics data is becoming plentiful and cheap
this is changing the cost structure of research, since data analysis
is still expensive

Data analysis is large done using workflows involving human
effort and scripting languages
these workflows are fragile, not reproduceable and hard to
understand and re-use

SciWMSs provide frameworks for higher level specification of
scientific workflow
these frameworks are not widely used due to technical and
community limitations
despite these limitations SciWMSs offer an essential path towards
reproduceable and re-useable scientific workflows
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Thanks

Workflows for biological sequence analysis are discussed
by the “Pipelines collaboration”

Research on SciWMS supported
by the MRC and Prof Christoffels

Peter van Heusden and Alan Christoffels

Professor Alan Christoffels
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